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FOREWORD.,

recognition of the inivrtance of questions of validity to the Graduate/
Record Examinations program, the GRE, Board asked Dr. Warren W. Will.
Ingham of the staff of Educational Testing Service tb Prepite apaper on the
subjectof validity and the GRE that could provide airia for further Board.
discassion and ]decisions. After reviewing Dr. Willingham's paper, members

- of the Board agreed that It was an excelleadocument, which might well be
of interest to others concerned withgraduate admissions and the transition
from undergriduate tsvaduate study. Accordingly, the GRE Board asked
that the palter bcprth:lished, and we are pleased to make it available

.

Mcbard Armitage
{ARE Board,
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!. .. WHOP/ is y a major concern of anyteeting program: It it in the

-_:/. 4 * interesit.of the ,thatwlect measure what it is sypppsed to measure and,
. .:- . thatl%t bear a nable relfttiolishlp to thacriteria it is intended to predict.

itristie they of n test sponsor to insure that thde qualitiee prevail
-, la the testing piograra. This principle of responsibility applies with n special, .

force to a natpinal program such as the Graduate Record ExanilliiitiOlis
(GREl, which tete laigis numbers of people; Tile stakes Mit iiiglifclr both

-q tire.individualt and lode* , , , .

'Because ofithese considerations: the validity, of examinationtsPonOore4
', . by theGlitOrograni has ahvaysleceiyed ilosfiattentidn. It.is suggested in

Ilia irePerphowever, that currents ii,Sues,coricerninitheiryalidit$ aracritical
to the immediate future of graduatradmissions. Therefore, it is also aug
gested that research on voliclity should VT high priority in tivi GRE pro '
gram over the lint several years. . .

.i The main purpoab ofthis paper iirl-fa ficilitate -dieCuisIon "of important
- i: issues concerning validity and to-work"towtud a frameworktthat tha ORE

Board Research Camadttee will find useful in -assigning 'priorities and
initiatingyrojecte. Towiud that end, subsequent sections of the paper, pro-
ide background, clerme the scope of the problem, and outline six major
objectivei that might guide the. Board's" efforts in this important aka of
research: .. - . .

. .
I. .
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BACKG 01.1i1D OF,,THS PROBLEM.

To appreciate the varioliilasPectsof validity diet apply to the. GORE pro- .

gram, it iubeful to consider the functions and 'role of the program, the
idnds.ot research on validity Undertaken to dates :arid why -research on
validity is especially important at this point in the life of-the program.
I

'
A

Nature of the GRE piogram
1 A ,

The 'meaning one attaches to validity, as regards the Gag program,
clependi on how one perceives the mole of the program. The GRE program is
freptified primarily as a eerie/ orexaminations formes by graduate schools-
in selecting their students. The progrzfra has, however, a variety of func-.
tionsend a variety of constituents. The following fungi= canbe identified:

to help with the admisidon of students to graduab; school through publi.
cations, research, advisory services, and fonsA activities;
to provide examination prograins as measures of students'' potential for.
success in graduate education;
to provide an object:limy national basis for understanding the nature and
distribution of academic talent by analyzing and describing chsiracta-
istics of relevant student groups;
to facilitate educational and career guidance by providing information
,fo students and faculty;
to Worm., imdergraduateinstitutions what the graduate community
consider/ adequate preparation for graduate study. .

'The foliemIg-cOgtitueiscies can be daingiiiishest.

'" students of different age, sex, background, add so- forth;
1 administrators and their institutions;

different academic disciplines and fields; ;
masters as well as doctoral programs.' '

. .

Tiere is Conalderible Variation in the extent in which die aim progiiun
- serves these functions and constituencies, and there is, no doubt, consider.

able diffefece of opinion regarding their priority, Some have a recognized.'
and explicit role in the program; the role of others may-be largely implicit.
Forxample, as the prograre has operated thus far, the roles'of the last two ,
functions listed above are more accurately characterized as intentiiik
important than as of primary concern. Also, it seems likely that students
comprise& more importnnt constituency of the program in their own minds

. . , than in the minds/of many institutional sponsors. Nonetheleas each of these
fuhctions and ponstituencies helps.to define the tesponsibilities of the,
liftilizam . .

,. . , .

.
ii e . 2 , 7 4
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In discussing the program's functions, it is necessary to distinguish
between "the GRE program" and the "examination program." The "GRE

. :program" denotes the. entire program structureits organization, gayer-
.- nance, staffing financing, research activities, major operational comp

neuter :4d so on; The "examinationprogr.amv has a narrower :issuing: the
test or group of tests that aeandidats may take or an institutioh require and
tiaidirectly related services such as directions to examinees and information
for intirpretinctheir scoree,,:guidelinea for institutional use of the tests,
analytic reports, and 'so forth. Unless stated otherwiserprogram is used

. hereafter to detfote this narrower meaning.

:Previous research
.

Research directly related to the validity of the examination progra m bas
fallen into one of two partially overlapping categories: (A) a variety of re-

. search carried "gilt ETS under GRE sponsorship and (B) validity studies
carried out at other instlixitions. The overview which follows indicates the
general types of ORE research thSt have a bearing on validity and the main
conclusrons concerning predictive validity that seem warranted on the basis
of nstitutional studies. For reviews of methodological or other *roes, see
the reports cited below.

Tile relevant GRE research over the past 10 to 15 years has been partly

. concerned with traditional validity studies, but also it has treated a variety
ofpther topics bearing upon validity: Part A of the attached bibliography
lists 25 dRE publications that report bertinent research. They concerti the
folk:Iv/ink topics: _

. methodological issues in the conduct of validity studies (Bat, 1975;
Reilly and Jackson, 1974; Rock, 1974, 1975
studies of the validity of the ORE.in the selection of foreign g raduate,
students (faivey and Pitcher, 1968; Sharon, 1974) t
test bias and' the use of the GRE in selecting mineriti *pliant/ for
graduate study (Echternacht, 1974; Flaugher, 1974) ;o* *

criterion problems and the analysis of what constitutes sucCeds ingrad-
nate study (Campbell, Freund, and Lannholm, 1965; Carlson, Evans,
and Kuykendall, 1974; Reilly, 1974a, 1974b1
studies chumming test use in selective admissions (Burns, 1970; Camp-
bell, Hilton, and Pitcher, 1967; Burns, Dremuk, and others, 1971;
Lannholm, 1962, 1968a; Madaus, 1966)
special prediction studies and summaries of institutional validity studies
(Lannholm, 1960, 1968b, 1972; Lannholp, Marco, and Schrader, 1968;
Lemiliolth and Schrader, 1951; Olsen, 1955;.Rock, 1972) -

The institutional studies report on statistical analyses of the relationship
between ORE tests and other .predictorss to various criteria of success in

8
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-----,,, - graduate study. Wilinghael (1974) his provided the most recent analysis of
..... _

idi publications and reports of validity studies inVolvin,g the ORE. Part B of

4

.the. attached bniliography lists the 43 studies ;ported between 1952 and
1972 that Wilringbarnanalyied in that article. Mee etudis woo based on
138 independent sets of data and 816 validity coefficients. The data in

O teated that:,
Validity coefficiehts for various .predictors_ of graduate grade-point
average (GPA) tend to be somewhat levter than corresponding coof-

lrnbt nurprisinrconsidering
' the restricttirange of talent frequently encountered at the graduate

level (see, for ezaniple, Delves, 1975). .

The undergraduate GPA, is a moderitely good predictor of graduate
GPA and faculty ratings; it is apoor predictor of whether a student will.
attain the Ph.D. P ding upon the success criterion used, the DRS
-composite al and Quantitative Ability scores is either slightly or
substantially in re valid than the *undergraduate GOA.
The GRE Advanced Test is the most generally valid predictor among
those reviewed. It was typicailt more valid than the GRE Aptitude Test
and had a higher validity than the undergraduate GPA in eight of the
nine academic fields represented, in the review-
Recommendations are a fairly, poor predictor of whether a studen t will
successfully complete a doctoral program. '
A weighted composite including undergraduate GPA and one or more
GRE scans typically iirovided a validity coefeciefit in the .40 to AS
range. This we somewhat higher than the validity of GRE scores alone
and substantially higher than the validity of undergraduate GPA alone.
This was the case for each success criterion and practicell, every aca-

. dank discipline- represented:

addition to these empirical results, a variety%of methodological and
conceptual problenis Vete cited that tend to create unusual difficulty In
demonstratingthe validity of entrance examinations-at the graduatefeveL

the bards of these problems, the data available, and other considerations,
Willingham concluded that (1) the efficlenc§ of prediction is not likely to be
enhanced merely through the development of improved Predictors, and.(2)
the main hope for improved effectiveness in predicting success in graduate
'education lies in better definitions of what constibites swamp, i.e. more
reliable criteria thit are more clearly differentiated with respect to training .

ect-objives.. -

.
1 .'

The current Importance of research on validity
. .

--Y.:
.tensidering the number of graduate, programs in aseeowitry ,ann. the far
reaching importance of their admissions policies end procedures, fear studies

9
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have been made of the validity of the GRE for selecting graduate students.
That fact and the fact that validity ^sliOuld always be a prime responsibility
in any testiirg.,program are suffiiient reasons for emphasizing research in

, 4 . 'this area. Furthermore, several current circumstances make validity a
special concern of the GRE program. These circumstances follow tlneetgen-

'eral themes.
First, the selection of graduate students is of greater concern now than in

thypiet for the simple reason that many more students are involved. Selec-
tion often cannot be ha:idled on a personal basis and, at the same time, the
process is fragmented (typically along departmental lines) so' that the
statistical technology of selection frequently cannot be applied .effectively.
Concurrently, other'trende are causing faculties to question the adequacy of
selection practices. Undergraduate grades art: assumed to be inflated and
less trinstworthythan in the past: New regulations to protect individual
privacy give further reason to doubt the usefulness of personal recommends.
Lions. These developments suggest to some that GRE Verbal and Quantita
tive.Ability scores should perhaps have greater weight in selection. At the
same time there is increasing interest in the assessment of "competence",as
opposed to aptitude. For example, it is now argued by some that selection in
higher education should place more emphasis on traits that come closer to
the real requirements of professional work (Hodgkinson, 1975). In support
of this view the modest relationship between college grades ad adult
success is frequently cited (Hoyt, 1966). All these developments and con.

1 sklerittions contribute uncertainty is-to what constitutes a valid basis for
selectinA students.

Seafia, these educational and methodological concerns are confounded 41
by social and legal issues that have gained great importiance in the last few
years. Td a considerable extent there is de facto acceptance of an egalitarian
philosophy of admission in many institutions,atthe undergraduate level at
least jn the public sector. in large part, admission to graduate study is still
based upon merit, but this generid rule is Amply conditioned by the widely
perceived necessity to represent fairly those groups that cobstitute minor.
sties in graduate education. This necessity ?Ideas complex questions con:
caning what constitutes unbiased selection when prediction is as always,
imperfect. The social issue becomes an important legal issue when the courts .

are asked to decide what constitutes a valid test and tkhetheean institution
must always select the student with the highest probability of success."Iron
ically, a deciiion either way is laely to raise questions of implementation
that will require far greater sophistication concerning the validity of admis,
sion practices then presently exists: Whatever the resolution, when admis-
sion to privilege is treated as a legal issue, those responlible for the process
must be able to defend its equity.

The third reason validity* is currently- such an important isms for the ,
CARE program is that the Board is sponsoring a systematic research and
development effort toward program renewal, i.e., shortening the Aptitude
Test, developing additional modules for optional use, and examining wayi

ID .
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'4.-THESCOPE ANDMEAN1NGO ! "VALi1:11Tr OF THE CAE

-Often the-term validity is Concealed narrowly -- simply as é relationship
between "'test score end omit; measure of suchen in lksubspqusnlittctivitr
In considering what sorts of research on validity the ORE Board might want,
to undertake, It is natessary bit/she into arimmt not only several omen
dons' conceptions of validity, buts's° the fact that thiprogram has various
parts and various social implications. . ,

. 0 - t

. .

COnventianai intatpretationrof validity_

The aparcaronan'forins of validity are generally referred to as content
criterion related validity, and,mustruct validity. The definitions

quotsp in the following paragraphs are taken from Sid:dards for Educes-
. Vona: anti Psycho:03W Tests {American t'syr.holcigical Alsociation, 1974).

The emphasis below has been added.
"Evidence sLcontent validity id required when the test ueer wishes to

estimate how A individu al performs in the'universe otaituatiOna *teat is
intended bi represent. Content validity is most Commonly, evaluated for
tests of skill or knowledge; it may also be appropriate to inquire, into the
contentvalidity of personality inventories, behavior checklists, or measures
of aptitqdes." TIus, content validity has special relevance to the
Advanced Teats since these examinations must represent subject fields ac-
curately anti produce appraisals of knowledge that are fair regardless of the
fact'that undergraduate curriculums eery from Institution fa institution.

"Ctitcrion-related validities apply when one wishes to infer fronit test
score an individual's most probable standing on some other variable called a.
criterion. Statements of predictive validity (for example] indicate the extent
to which an individuall.efuture level on ihe criterion can be predicted from a
knowledge of prior test performance. . . For puny test uses, such as for
election decisions,. . predictive- validity provides the EpPropriate model
for evaluating the Dlle of a test or test battery." Predictive validity is central
tgq the GRE"OrogriUn'not only because the examinations are used to *64
students likely to succeed in graduate study, but also beceise there is in-

, creasing social and legal,pressure against using test4, for such purkses
'unless the is clear public evidence of such a relatioistilis, .

"Evidence of construct validity is not found in a single study;{ rather.,
Judgments of tonstrixt validity are based upon an accumulation otesearch
results. In obtaining thehiformatiqn needed to establish Obstruct valid %
the investigator begins by formulating hypotheses aboiiTtlie chars 'tics ,

of those who have high scores on the test in contrast to thine who have low
scores. Taken together, such hypotheses form at least aftentative theory

. '
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*bout the nature of th\Lomstrucethe teat is believed, to be m
considerable part, the construct validity of the GRE rests upon es of
psychometric research, indicating that verbal and quantitative ability play
a critical role in 'post types ofintellectial work, and upon even more eaten-
sive educitidnid experience which indicates that frequently the best_ pre;

' .dictor Of fUtdre success in an academisfield is early competence indicated by '
a '',4rubjeCtmatter test. `Construct validation- requires constant attention,
howeyei, to insure that, 0 test is actually measuring the construct intended.
For example, it is necessary to inspire that a reading comprehension test is

, not so complicated in content as' to stress reasoning instesA of reading, or
that a mathematics test does nowise language that places a premium upon
knowledge of vocabulary. Naturally, construct validation is even more
den' nding and important in the case of new measures in areas like cognitive' styleand.creativity. , !

--.......:::., - 1.

:. t ,_ .
-

40

. Social interptatations of validity

A number of. broad interpretations of validity are associated with the soaal
. implications of test use. For example, there are suchquestions as thevalidity

of a test for different griups of people, test validity as reflected in the ways
test upe affects the users, and longer range effects of using a particular test
in a larger glacial context. These are more recent interpretations of validity. t
They deserve gpecial consideration berause the ORE program operates in an
unusually broad social context.

.N First, a valid test must be fair and appropriate for td1 individuald taking
the test. That is, it must befree of systematic bias anddistertion
the various populations or subgroups taking the test, and the test should
not iigiVe different, meanings for such groups-Messick (1975) makes the hi-
portantalloint that one validates not a test, but ae interpretation of data
derived from aspecific pricedure. Whether that procedure (test) has the
same properties and patterns ofrelationehips in different population groups ,

P

is an important empirical question. .

-From a-somewhet-difterent tingle, Thorndikeand Hagen (191391 refer gen-.
erally to Validity as "whether the test measures.what we want4t to mea
sure." Thy, whilet test may be intended tO measure knowledge of.Ameri
can history, there are a number of things it is not intended' to measure; e.g., .
reading 'speed, cultural disadvantage, sex, age, language spoken in the
home, and so oh. In this sense there are an indefinite number of ways in
which a test may be biased and an indefinite numberid subgroups'for which
a test may not be appropriate. There is no way to guard-against all such pose..
gdbilities, and it can easily happen that 'making a test fairer for one person
may make it less fair for another. It is evidsnt, however, that bias and up-

:
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pfX11.14. aspects of validity that require constant
7

c

retltan of validity Concerns the wet andeseftdness
fngieifienti*LIn which It is actually applied. "The casual phrase
_,froit4renni **Ay' that the score one interprets conies fioni a

..11-iitiMMent. The instrument however is only one element in a .pro-
allAgliiiielidetteietekt eierOkee a procedure as a whole" Ptooheoh

Alstfemcoistmcted with cepurpose in mini andthey are used in et
ttit :of instirndions, kiterpretative materials, en

44(ectsaest_lonstanitly chapel* conditions o
ilmithrizi,the, test itself, but Open* upon ap

Aiefromtibeuree of08140,4nm ORE Board cannot
;Oilesr,O6nCeiveTkklistiince of test misuse, but it should

Maki* known the conditions of proper esi, for adv.
._,stancling of thasocial and educational implications otdifferent

andfor insuring thattests are, not presented in ways that might:

4
C

research, op
Allithi eenditY;
rid, otitomeee '6
reePoeable for

responsi
digunder-

of,testi,
courageate*': .,, . b

.t .,

. "There* another important relationship between validity and test u e1.It
/-... -trio in atonteat like the ORE pregrani that a test or m

, d alone: It competes for time and attention. witliother Aute
_.,

.:'..±geeninnI ni ationprogram that may be equally valid for the same purpose or
:.more OW for otherfonrposes. This leads to a third socialinterpretation of
,,o14.1iti.' ', . ,

r.-. - . -
,.., Cionbach (1971) clistinguishee'educational importance" as a form of::, . 4 .

' .. 414itie equat,in stature, and parallel,, to content validity :and .construct
.1i.ididity,.,Re, defines this farm of validity, as follows: "Does thtestmeasire -,.-

'd,,, . lknhiportant educational outcome? Does the battery of measiurps neglect to
ORM an i4ortant outcome?" The choice and content of measures in-:

:ilitied fn the Beard's examination program ere significant because thole
measures eimatitiute..an important social communication. Regarclledit
.whetheithey are intendeclas such the ORE do to some extent communicate

' .,."to colleges what the gridnate community thinks colleges oho* teach and
whatxtudents should learn. It is also argued that the GRE.-pnigram need*

,,...c, to reflect important learning outcomes of ondergtaquate education; i.e.,!
itmastfOliow.the curriculum instead of leading it: From eitherpoint of View, .

...itths content Of thl program constitutes i message,that has t bearing on
-1-C-14an. farlixon-d-elvs admissions Iiroisis; to_ n/6411a%, fluTifilkimint-

relevents, significance, and value, of the traits measured deserve close-

- slftootiOii: ' . _ ..'

and appropiiateoess otdifferent compquelitiA the 01240441 Pt*IfraM

' -

Mese latter intecpreiationa of. validity ear especially upon the usefulness

hfithoe.they serve the immediate pup ea for which they are intended and
',lathe,. itay.be justified in some broader educational sense. Obviously sect

kittOrpretetions do not apply to. !Bolded measures, but to the ptegrigii as a
..irhole.Thefie considerations and the foregoing discussion suggeele broader .

. nlktiontene of program validity as distinct from teat validity. .
, .

...- t .,
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. Omattuct validity of the prom', 4

Principles concerning ilidltr can be applied to tests and other individtud.
Measures, tobattedes or groups of measures, or to an integrated program s .

-nseiha;te a yadsty of pieces (e.g., . a central core, a variety of test ,

options', tiograibicalinfonvation, Asocial measures, add, so on). Each of
those; piece* should have a rationale concerning its legitimate and useful.
funaion4-But the pieces are not frestanding. Tice various components are
used in aco*extictfrelated procedures, materials, services, and so on. Bach
partrif theprograrn is to some extent dependent upon other parts and upon
an overall rationale as to how the.prograns, serves 'its functions and its,

These considerations suggest that the Board should be guided by an over-
'v ching sense of the construct validity of the progroas. In this context, a
valid testis adefensible test; ie., an accurate and fair measure 'of -Oat you
'Wild to measure and also"one that is useful for its purpose. More ,
the notionof thqconetructvalidity of a program edggesto that a test mat.
sure is a valid component of a program if it meetethette conditions:
4

1. Itzepresents fairlyWhat is intended. That is, it satisfies concsins such
as content validity, construct validity, educatiOnal importance, *nth,
appropriateness for the examinees, both as onegroupanditseubgroups. 1-

.. 2. Its use is demonstrably effective. It meets the requirements of criterion
. related validity, predictive bias, 4haracteristics of, the program that

affect test use, anti legal issues eOncensing test use.
3. It serves a distinctive purpoi in r tion to other tests and measures in

the program, that is a purpose no served by the other tests :yid mea

--V,'
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SIX PROPOSED OBJECT' , FOR RESEARCH ON VALIDITY
--.. - - .. .4 .

The ptevious_discussionlproides backgrotmd for the problem7ln this sec.
tion steresearah objel, Ives are suggested in Mier to provide ,tor th6 OGRE
Board Research ;Colmittee'd,cOnolderation sptcific proposals, for *ion.
The objectives's", as folloirs: ,

...
. --..., . ,

I. Toittcobtage and facilitate listitutional, validity studies:
IL To deal effectively with rneihodological issues concerning. validity.

that require the ORE program's initiative ,

III-To develop improved itriterie of 'success in griduate study -
...

'IV. Popclation validitp:'Ho'w to improve ik and enhance understanding
of it . 1. k,_ .?

. .

V. To improve institutimal uei.of,sumniery program data ...

yi To systematically Janie Ihe validity of revised °ew measures re. "`
.. suiting from program tenelval.; . .

. '
hi tge following paragraphs aseinitiaLskatemeat of each objective is fol.

lowed by a brief rationale and diacuagen of several issues relevant to the
objective. These issues are discussed eithet as genersi research needs Cr. in
some cases, as more specific; Possible, *ejects. But tile main-purpose is to
suggest a framework for-thhilcing about ?alidity research that is' needed..

..

-.1
$

Objective I: To encourage slid fagnjtate institutlogal
validity studies .

;

The AMericaa Psychological Association (1 outlines a variety of Noon-
. .

abilities of test sponsors jar examining end establishing the validity of met.
sures they offer for use. In this paper we give special Attention to these

.. , responsibilities of the GRE program, but the conditions underwhietrtesta
may be valid or invalid are essentially unlimited because applications vat
so widely viith respect topurpose, acadenuVlield, Criteria, local condition's, .

and so on. The GRE Board cannot hype to establish validity in even a
At significant minoritrof the possible sitirationsin which the testsmay bauseil.

,.. Cousequently, it is important for users to their own responsi,
batty for examining the validity of a twit Ur, purpose andotitcumstence
they have in mind. As Cronbach (1971) states, "In thalnid, the reepo61. "
bility for valid use of ri test rests on the peivon whojoterprets,it. The pub-

,... lijolted research merely provides the interpreterwith some facto andotoncepte.
He has to combine these,with his other knowledge about the ierious he testa .f
and the ssignments orodjUstmeniproblems thatAc;idtont them, to decide

. ":what interpretation. are warranted.. But users vnfronteany problems in
carryinglut lAstitutional validity" studies. In oases the appropriate
locale is the individual departmentwhetiloy? ; the number of atudenta .

' may be ennel.nd the faculty may lack suffi t interest Or expertise to
.,' el .40- 16 ii
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ot1iig xiisst #p intioitant;therefoie, that the
0;950141 and facili($s lastitutiomd validity

-to.developr .a. limited program of cooperativii
'identification of individual departmmits

is Ole Intereitnd posidbility of carrying.out a
.Jniermit. QVftdt toads advice-from der at

.Service 1E1E); *; institution niight organize and
a reeearcher in forInCeten might mialyke the 'data

Pfseg,'!.riPS!td,,P1'04ably 111'90131600614ilhat This Orestss is
involve identificatianaid annolpickient of. priority areas of interest;

aCsderakfiside,interestingpoesibMm Corcriterion develop
populations Of students, and institutionwide use of program
!4'!",11Y AUP1t1T0111; studies .might be collected and
._ , . , a

,AnOtlierpossible approach wield WO detelop, a validity that
consist of $ step:by:44 &Whoa for doing. local studies, useful

and forms a collection of relevant reprbits, andsi on. This 1i-odd
encomaginglecaistudies has the virtue bf cost-effectiveneds but,it atilt

Anoskof the responsibilities for initiative on'the batitudon. ETS's
esPonsiiiiliW would be to produce the kit. That itself reqairb

and good ideas gawk a kit 1; to be useful and cope
the Variation:of .1-circumstances:

,,An.otheiresearchtemewhat related to those ahoveis the deeireldlitY
of developing eftectivetrelatimishipf with institutions hi ordei`b facilitate

work in this area. Orb the one hand,. both of the uhove.possibilities calf, be
-g fitly. facilitated by working intensively with otte or two ipatitutiOnever

Is period of time to explore theproblents of conducting institutional
validity studies at the grsduate level. Furthermore, there will iikebr be tt-

--used cooperatiim rail:Unship with a variety of histitutimar In
Millet° validate experimental modulellhat may be coisideretfor
in thaGRE provampver the next salmi years. This needle di** related

- to Objec4'VI, though the development of the necessary, inst*Imial
tiolishir, will profit from oundwork prior to the time wl0h,,
sail:thy:arises. 3*. '

44,

7144.7:

f
fiff,`:4;

WOO To faloffactivaly with mettiodol :11-

ssues corning velltitrthat require
the RE program's friltielkt sA: It?

.%-
7e

rr

A variety of traditional
isalei$validity. _stadia ex
Pet -haps themostseriouzis

corning concallou,

as Olio* refeirecl ties .thelnii:alproblenis s

timidly difficult:41f_ Plailigmdilata kiwi.,
'criterionproblenitthopOit isatraiscen4e$

as All as metiid doily rani deserves sepafate
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. discussion as Oljective III below: The most familiar technicalcal issues con-
cern very small samples, often severe restriction in the range of talent duel*
selection, and lack of confidence in the meaning and reliability of undergrad
nate grades.' The following paragraphs outline some of these issues and
suggest some possibly fruitful lines of research.

Validity studies tarried out in individual departments are often based
upon small samples and a very restricted range of test scores and under-
graduatigrades. These conditions often combine to produce low and erratic
validity coefficients. A related but different view of this problem is the fact
that there has been very little attention given to the validity of the GRE
amcmg departments within individual disciplines or fields. It would appeal;
desirable to give additional attention to ways of pool* data across depart
ments, thereby mitigating the technical problems and also demonstrating
validity in a larger context. This requires use of some common criterion.
Perhaps the only one that would 'hake sense is somegeneral notion of success',

r in graduate education, such as completion of tlie\degreefor overall faculty
ratings. , ,

Another general possibility for dealing with these issues is a retrospective
nomination study; i.e., asking faculty in a number of departments vfithin a
field to' nominate outstanding and poOr students over a period of several
years. It may be possible to develop substantial samples * studies;within
selected fields. This type of study would also reqairaa common criterion of
success, such as obtaining the Ph.D. '

A special advantage of these two types of studies is the fait that.they can
be carried out over a limited time period. But, a addition to narrowly con
ceived validity studies, many especially interesting research quo:Irina re- "*T4

quire longitudinal study. Skrious consideratjon olgould he given to the
development of a longitudinal study' that follows a carefully structured
sample orstudenti through and beyond graduate education. Students from
several fiehieroight be included withcoversampling of special groups of
interest. With seVeral spaced tollcnv-uitii, a group of cooperating students
could provide a valuable data baste for a variety of studies hi'addition to ape:
cific investigations designed at the outset. Topics of special interest in such

'4 longitudinal study would include followup of minolityl students through
amjbeyand graduate education, studies of patterns of attendance *Wears& ..
choice, and analysis of the cost of graduate *cation and haw financiiii
alternatives affect students' decisions. .

The quality of undergraduate grades as a predict*: is another (prnilinT
problem. It commonly understood and acceptedVat a "B" at one Mtitu-
tiop is not necessarily equivalent to a "B" at another institution. A good
deal of research at the undergraduate level tag indicated that there is no
value in trying to adjust grades from different high schoolsif admiss1948
decisions are made on the basis of grades ad-am entrance examination. At
the graduate level, however, it seems that corrections for variations in grad.
ing standards from one undergraddate college to another can sometimes im
prove predictions slightly. Pitcher and Schrader (1972) report that multiple

t
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asymmetric conception of theta* a' airedittor of a attain performance
- .haehean discaoled in feV,or of a syfiAuetric view. According. tp this, petsons a

.. '.':: _. are absolved in iitultinne Some are:artificialoaxisiOni for observations,.
:i , whtch arf called-a#.9; and tome ake situations arising in the natwil course

4 a.' -'-ae' of tlidpersoeo vorkor schooling/ Relating these observations to each other'
` .. tells one abaut thirsituational demands and about the rosouries individuals

bring to bear. Tostudy the Validity of a test:interpretation is)to study how '
. beheiioi in oiiesituition is 'elated to 'behavior in another. Both observe-' . ,, tjelle reeeeLehirectetisiics If the individual, and both types of behavior

*, pho_ pa be tuderitooe * . f
Defellsiblii.and relisilile criteria of success are likely to become snore im- ' '

portantinthe face of tagging confidence in grades and the increasing need to
i* . . justify adiiinistriyive actions, both with resprt to admitting and dropping

. studentk:Farthettneep adidission standards are likely to come under in-
-' / creasing strutini, partly by those spealting for underrepresented groups ).-)

. who queetir the social equity of current practices and partly by those who
assert therais imdue reliance upon aptitude testa and objective measures in
gener'il, Shopid legal action require empirical justification of admission &a-
sidqs, the need to develop sound criteria will immediately *come:critical.

Willingham (1874).has urged much greater attention to the problem of
Caviar especially in the context of a broader view of Rradictor-criterion
relationships and alternate strategies of selection.Tha alternate strategies ' -

.- - depicted in- Figure 1 imply that different dopartliente,or programs within'

.

1

;'.

departMente may emphasize different training Objectives, which in turn
shothAb related to the way students are selected and the waytheir 1) er-

. formiuicieis evaluated. . .

,
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Figure I: Alternate prediction strategies in graduate education5Reenecluced
e. . ,.. !Atli* permission from Science, 1974;-188, (4122), 277. Co t .'

._: v.: 1874 by thainerican Association for theXdvenceraent of nee.
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lad es spetial ittettion. Moving from left to
tars dnierreedlate criteria, and an-the-Jab criteria

n predators such as test 8007011 or sped
13#115114 to :predict access 'in graduate school (an

geformancS in masts school *Ida._ in turn,..
AA:7;44.

Anent, capterolated activity: Since ultimate career - '
>n -many 0:auntie:ices and clevekced skills not 2-10031,3f 146;
ornience in graduate school or to earlier predictors, it is

Ofalitaffitateadmission test astpredicpx °Helme:est. /
ifateator other Measure is used to screen students, it
iiirdicting.euccese in school and also should have a sf,

toloptrangeetiteria. That is, the test should bave.con, r_

tlie-senee that it represents an ability of dereonsfiable .

pSPiticif,many) in-detirmininglonvanliesue,tios13weloP
,hitinrcenceptioqofintenceiate criteria of success in graduate itched

etep ineiamining.the to relatiinships in the iteclictisn

::,Thei*.arise.wletrategiett that might be helpful in developing *roved,
Dianna especially important to encourage systematically :the de-.

ividoPipettiofbetfer cite* in the routine execution of validity studies as
fhcroutine evalnation of students' peiformance. This rnightbe ace

Uibed partly by working with -individual institutions to carry out and
-pnblishinedel studies that can help to illustrate the development of differ-
.ent-viettercriteria. For example, it *dull be desirable to Mustrate and eq
courage the line of reliable criteria like rating scales, such as thoie developed

GRE research {Carlson: Reilly, Mahoney, and Casserly, 1876), or
eexamhattione, which may already be availablewithin depart-

it' are not normally used in validitystudies. _

Coftsidesing the importance of criteria and the critical role they could ploy .
givailiditgoPallogal interest in gradate admissions, it may be -desirable to

; itadettalcia lefty systematic analysis of how graduate departments view
tv.---..--;:gitcetest A useful fqllowup to the Carlson. Evans$ and Kuykendall (1874)

' .wouldbe an intensive analysis of the rationale and basis upon which
'eats evaluate..their students, the evaliationtrociduies actually'

limploy_Sand the plychometric properties of the resulting criteria. This
art of-analysis could have considerable value in describing how ,high level
talent. is airrentliassessed and in suggesting, opportunities and possible

'road-blears in the development di improved- criteria.
"Anither genehillYlleirablastpitegy would be to foster the development

2,n94.:_otsuCh inter*diate criteria, as depicted in Figure 1. This might involve
faCultfritings of particular types of accomplishments, special means of cols-

*Hartle judgments, or whatever procedures may be required to oh-
, tdtin Wcepaticet,that Is releiant to the most important training objectives.

°7-* ,encourighig the development of such criteria is through the
studies described under Objective Antigter

sip ...Ai a special developmental project which may be required Tn the

-

-,
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'ultsit, of an unusually complex criterion such as acientific creativity: The
present GRE research on scientific creativity is concerned specifically with
the development of fib intermediate criterion.

Another potentially useful approach starteillith the obsertatimi that
practically all validity'stndies incorporate criteria based upon student per.
former° in graduate school. This typical design has two shortcomings if
one is -interested in Confirming the "ultimate" social sdlevance (i.e., on
struct validity) of the GIBE. First, typical validity studies are not directly
relevant to the question of whether the GRE are effective in selecting for
graduate study people who are likely to reach the highest levels of proles-

. sional snccess.'While screening prospective professionals from a firnuP of
graduate Students is primarily the responsibility of the graduate schools,
tests used for earlier screening should not be counterproductive in that'
process; that is, one would like to know that very successful piofessiOnals
Grave typically scored well so that screening out students with la scores is
both efficient and defensible. Second, studies that use success criteria rela-
tive to the standards of individual institutions may seriously underestimate
the csefulness of the examinations because the range of talent is typicilly
restricted at individual institutions, but ranges widely from Onetinstitution

'to another, Thus, .the GRE may be relatively poor predictors 6f graduate
berforplance in a single prestigious history department, but may provide a
,reasoniblytoodindication of differential competence among graduates of
fn history, departients.

It might be worthwhfieetherefore, to examine the keasibility of deterniin.
jag Aptitude Test Wore levels for pertinent groups of individuals who have
achieved some formal measure of success in their field. These might include
such ad hoc groups as fellows of learned societies, offices* of professional
organizations, faculty of prestigious departments, individuals listed in
honorific biographies; and so on. Comparison of the scores of such indi.
viduals with ippropnatinormative groups would be interesting, even ad
matting -the possibility that some Individuals may achieve prestigious status.

- partly because at one time they were known to have scored highly on thi
test, or in spite of having scored poorly.

V

7,

1
Objective IV: Population validity: How to Improve

_ It end enhance understanding of it

Messick and Barrows (1972) used the term population validity in refining
to the generalizability of research findings across different populations. A
similar notion applies to the validity of tests and other psychometric intat-4
sures. If a test leads to incorrect inferences about a particular population.
then the test is to that extent invalid. Incorrect inferences may result from
the fact that the test itself is not a good ineallutre for that population a that .

the test does not have the same relationship with the criterion for that popu

.
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14' impinging Ocoperation between undergraduate and
z; -

'
ot.

, . .
_,-

eolioelfirro Ostoinaticolly-insure the iraildity of .
**Ow pi* infesting rosultiriglrom

. .
prognm ransvisi at4- -

,_ .

tr

f

ieCilit1004.EIg* ,4443R ardattees-agthe GS* Board have given.
._,:ff coltsiderplioito a broad effort airadratprograin-rinewal over the ._

!kart several iota's. Tfaturally this effort is experimental and hjghly4t)ita .-4.,-l
bet-it does lnelude il number of possible *loges or additions to ''',T . -,

prOg-uurk7imorgthent a possible shortening of the Aptiiude-T,estond , ,,,_-_::.

itm nCnt of optional modules that might be incorporatedan-tEe test, . - :,
ta in the Advanced Tests, histxnments that mlOtt %reek!' 'for..

our* Other thinielective admissions, and tvuirled anollari..19rvirw -
--fotinstitUtions anctstucients.

..., " . -. It kW. le to know which of these promising poosibgitieswill eventu- -, ..3:
t ,,procestrof prognun renewalplaces a special roaponsibility on the . 1-,

insure the continuing integrity and validity of the program. There ...._ --",---
:...---fisn,consensusthatzeriewal itimlibrtantend that the validity of the pro- _p_. -,

IA grasUiaillaereby beenhanced, bit a complernttional pga has rippling; A; .c, -
and ieletielistlps that-are often difficillt to anticipate. Consequent#, .

amblenot be taken likhtly. it should be talc& Onlyon the beig of
reasoneble assurance thirt revised or new omponents have demonstrableor:
validity as they were intended. Suehlassuranokshould be a constitits objei.;, . Ylli

., Jive of *Board. Specific necessities for validation will itrifeas newpro 0'
: sgrainsoinporenta are developed. Possibilities already appatentindUde the .

------ fella firing: ,..-

- 4 ,. ------. .
4. 40e, __ _12,21,_. - a

4 '*.

exammooton of the racroner WO predictive validity 04-111177 versus Old'
_._ Orme of t ierhol ind.quantitatiye Aptitude Testa.' . ,i, _ . ,

development of a normative framework for the interpretation and Rs-
-

Bible -operational' use of a measure of cognitive stile; a ,-.,
,;*construct and cdterion-related validation of °Natively scored 4nterA$. , T-

'--t-r '' mediate criteria of scientifiiireativitY; -.
....0 ,7.- Ii`- 'f-Ai

content sipci, predictive vilidatioxi of an hiven' tory _o: doonnented Oa' `-c

- 04114igialin#11ta

-Theseohiiiijectikee do noeexhaust the range of important priorities COO
WI are the possibijities.mintioned undereark objective in-

tad.ad Ault'. al'howeier, indicative of the vex', diverse
..t. -.'-,' Ain thoOtitiguire- Illivattene. tileyiftb"1;Gftgt.BOard is to feel reasonably confident

'T-__ _:. , tho its eiruninafinn program does f3.411hit construct validity Juan estential,
,. lever*. re that spirit the foregoing froUld be viewed as a possibly useful

::).: ,- framer/bit: iiid Orientation, not a prescription.
_.... . ..

-. .
:-z-_,, _-.... .i-:,- - . ..

-/- yf..
f, ,,:,..
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STATUSIF:RESEARCH RELEVANFTO THE SIX OBJECTIVES

The under -each objiitivethe relevant cument GIiE(research
as well as projects conducted and reported upon in the past. As sug-

gested by the prejpus discussibli, *mover, there is need, for further
of various typos. Some has already been proPOsed to the ORE Board

Committee, some hill in the realm ofpossibility..
:r."A

`, ,-
.,4t. . ,

?objectival: To encourage end facilitate institutional
validity studies. ..... . .

--40 - ,,...... 1,Reporth -', . . lb'
-

-,b,Pteditting graduato school success (Lannholm and Schrader, 1951)IA
_, ,- 4iiiedicting success in Yale School of Forestry (Olsen, 1955)

:,
_. Abstracts of Zected validity etudiesiLannhOlm, 1980) .-

vlithiew of validity studies (Lannholm, 1968i)
: Cooperative validity roadies ahinholia, Marco, Schrader, iji8)

: SUmmary of validity studies (Lannholm, 1972)
:.., _ Predicting eaccessinsgraduate education, (Willingham, 194)

... 4.4-. 1

. ''' Current Project .. ,... ,

Cooperative -Institutional yilidity. studies (Wilson)

'f,

:-.., ". Objective II: Todearetfectively with methcidOlogIcal '.
4.

.,1% issues concerning validity that require -, ., , -,%the GRE program's Initiative'.
.-

-
,

l.;
,

% 14140.rts - ..,

i tr. .'The'tesi chooser (Rock, 1974)
' -.4I;s..Affects ofoption weighting on validity (Reilly and Jackson, 1974)

, ' -; PoPulation moderators (Rock, 1975)
. , 44..4 Bayesiananli least ignores prediction (Boldt, 1976)

! Prediction of PhD. attainment in psychology, mathematics, and chem-

. - .

.4

.
b.
. . -

4stry,(Rock-, 1972)

'"

-- -. '. , Objective ill: To develop improved criteria ot success
,..:1:4: . , j in graduetb study '

t..

r v:, ,, i, '''
, Reports I -.

.'" ,

i;" A study of the Advanced History Test (Campbell, Freund, and Lann-
--' - holm, 1965) . , . .

'. , Criticil incidents of graduate performance (Reilly, 1974s).....-
-. t. Fagoiv ingradmibi performance. (Reilly, 19746). ., t

,.
.4.. /

/ .,
.

26
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;
v.;

,
°v.:"

.4)011bility, of commonlifitedn validity *gee (Carbon, L';ans, and
,isk 3ae -. Iciakeidigr; IVA) .

Lct-. r A Criterion rating scales (Carlson Reilly Mahoney, and Casserly, 1976).:4--r: --; -9;- - - . P

,4: -..- .
. Cinvant F;termoetiti. ' ,

.. ,

/.4'
. .

*In to citified creativity (FrederiltsenAnd Wart')
How graduate dePartsnents assess students (Wilson)

P

,C)bieeti" Population validity: How to improve it
and Milani* understanding of It .

0 ' -

Prediction
. -. -,, . 0

Prediction of graduate perfoiniance of tvreign students (Harvey and
Pitcher.,01968), 1.

dos
r.. -.. Use Of l'OEFL and GRE ink predicting success 'of foreign students '

' IShasron, 19741 , .
.

p..

New definitions aftestbiae (Plaughe:r; 1974)
A quick method of detpiinining test bias -(Echteniadit, 1974)

* . 4

°grant jects . :.

pment of an appropriateneslindex (Levine)
instructions and subgroup performance (Pike) .. ....

A : ,

4 t .,

Objective V: To impkve institutional use of summary
Jr , prograrrrdata

Current Projects -
$

Development of additional psychOlogy subscoree (Altman ancrAcPeek)

4 14

Objective VII To systematically Inaurollni validity oj_
revised or now measures resulting from

progism renewal
. .

Oterent Projects.
Cognitive style longitildinel study (iVitic6 and Ward)
Machine- field dependence test (Reilly-and Donlon)
Validity of sdientific thinking tests (Frederiksen)
inventory of accomplishments (Bird) y, -4

' Machine-scorable tests, f scientific thinIcingfirederikadn and Ward)
. .'Factor analytic study of currant aril proposed fortis of the ORE Apti

. tudelsest (Power's, Swinton, and Carbon)
Research into shortening V and.Q,and adding a new measurtto the
Aptitude Teat (Conrad and Altman)

.

4

7,

,

4
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